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Long history, (incomplete) key results for the following 
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‣ [Pisarski, Wilczek PRD 84]  
Universality, 3D sigma models: 1st order for 
                                                                                        depends on   

‣ Shrinking of 1st-order region towards continuum, will something remain?: 
Standard staggered                      [Bonati et al. PRD 14, Cuteri et al. PoS LAT 18]  
                                                      [de Forcrand, O.P.  PoS LAT 07] 
                                                      [de Forcrand, D’Elia PoS LAT 16] 
 
O(a)-improved Wilson                   [Jin et al. PRD 15,17; Kuramashi et al. PRD 20] 
                                                       [Ohno et al. PoS LAT 18, this conference] 
 
 

‣ No 1st order transition seen at all: 
HISQ,                                                         [Bazavov et al. PRD 17]
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The Columbia plot
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Figure 1: Possible scenarios for the order of the thermal QCD transition as a function of
the quark masses, with a first-order (left) or a second-order (right) transition in the chiral
limit of the Nf “ 2 theory. Every point of the plot represents a phase boundary1, with an
implicitly associated (pseudo-)critical temperature Tcpmu,d, msq.

2 The chiral phase transition in the continuum and on the lattice

2.1 The Columbia plot

To motivate our analysis by the general picture, we briefly summarise current knowledge
about the chiral phase transition. The thermal QCD transition with physical quark masses
has been known for some time to be an analytic crossover [1]. Away from the physical
point, the nature of the Nf “ 2 ` 1 QCD thermal transition as a function of quark mases is
summarised in a so-called Columbia plot [3], figure 1. In the quenched limit QCD reduces
to SUp3q Yang-Mills theory in the presence of static quarks, and shows a first-order phase
transition in the continuum limit [4], associated with the spontaneous breaking of the Z3
center symmetry. Finite quark masses break this symmetry explicitly and weaken the first-
order phase transition, until it disappears along a critical line in the 3d Z2 universality class.
This region can be simulated directly [5, 6], and on the currently finest lattices predict the
critical pseudoscalar mass for Nf “ 2 to be about mP S „ 4 GeV [6].

In the chiral limit, the situation is more complicated, because it cannot be simulated.
For a long time expectations have been based on an analysis using the epsilon expansion
about ‘ “ 1 applied to a linear sigma model in three dimensions [7]. It predicts the chiral
transition to be first-order for Nf • 3, whereas the case of Nf “ 2 is found to crucially
depend on the fate of the anomalous Up1qA symmetry: If the latter remains broken at
Tc, the chiral transition should be second order in the Op4q-universality class, whereas its
e�ective restoration would enlarge the chiral symmetry and push the transition to first-
order. For non-zero quark masses, chiral symmetry is explicitly broken. A first-order chiral

1
Here and in the following, “phase boundary” refers to a (pseudo-)critical combination of parameters

irrespective of the nature of the transition, which can be first-order, second-order or crossover.

– 3 –

‣ Nature of chiral p.t. in massless limit still not settled

‣ Coarse lattices, unimproved actions: 1st order

‣ 1st order region shrinks rapidly as               

‣ Change from 1st to 2nd order in chiral limit: tricritical point
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The Columbia plot for mass-degenerate quarks
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   [Cuteri, O.P., Sciarra  PRD 18]

‣ Consider analytic continuation to continuous 

‣ Tricritical point guaranteed to exist if there is 1st order at any 

‣ Known exponents for critical line!

‣ Continuation to              :  Z(2) surface ends in tricritical line

and hence reproduces a possible triple line and tricritical point also at finite lattice spacing.
In a first attempt with Nf “ 2 ` 1 on coarse N· “ 4 lattices, the chiral critical line was
found to be consistent with tricritical scaling [24]. Unfortunately, this is inconclusive for
the same reasons as described in the last section: a finite portion of the critical line can
always be fitted in terms of di�erent polynomial forms, so that a presently impossible
accuracy would be required close to the chiral limit in order to get a compelling distinction
between the left and right versions of figure 1.

2.3 The chiral phase transition for Nf mass-degenerate flavours
The way out is to exploit tricritical scaling in a setup, where a tricritical point is guaranteed
to exist. In such a case the scaling form and its exponents are fixed, and one is only
concerned about the location of the tricritical point. Such a situation emerges from a
slight change of perspective and variables, as we suggested previously [17]. We now consider
degenerate quark masses only, with continuum partition function

ZpNf, g, mq “
ª

DAµ pdet M rAµ, msqNf e
´SYMrAµs

. (2.3)

Instead of tuning the strange quark mass, an alternative interpolation between Nf P t2, 3u,
which generalises to larger Nf, is achieved by an analytic continuation of Nf to continu-
ous, non-integer values. In the lattice formulation with rooted staggered fermions, whose
determinant is raised to the power Nf{4 in order to describe Nf mass-degenerate quarks,
this is implemented straightforwardly. The Columbia plot scenario figure 1 (right) then
translates to the version shown in figure 3 (left), where the tricritical strange quark mass
is replaced by a tricritical number of flavours, 2 † N

tric
f † 3, and the Nf-axis to the right

of it corresponds to the new triple line. The crucial advantage in this modified parameter
space is that, since there is no chiral transition for Nf “ 1, a tricritical point N

tric
f ° 1 is

guaranteed to exist as soon as there is a first-order region for any Nf ° 1. In particular, the
first-order scenario from figure 1 (left) now also features a tricritical point, 1 † N

tric
f † 2.

When a third axis for finite lattice spacing a is added to this picture, there must be a tricrit-
ical line N

tric
f paq in the plane m “ 0, which represents the chiral limit of the Z2-critical

surface separating lattice parameter regions with first-order transitions from crossover.
The principle of the analysis is now clear: Starting with the already known first-order

transitions for Nf P t3, 4u on N· “ 4 lattices, map out the Z2 boundary lines until the
tricritical scaling region is reached and extrapolate to the chiral limit,

N
c
f pamq “ N

tric
f ` B1 ¨ pamq2{5 ` O

`
pamq4{5˘

, (2.4)

In this way, N
tric
f « 1.8 was obtained on N· “ 4 lattices [17], implying the first-order

scenario for Nf “ 2. As a powerful check of the continuation of Nf as well tricritical
scaling, the same critical quark mass for Nf “ 2, N· “ 4 is obtained when keeping Nf
fixed and varying (imaginary) chemical potential instead [16]. The quark mass is again the
symmetry breaking scaling field, but with Nf Ñ pµ{T q2 in equation (2.4). In the present
work, we systematically extend our study from [17] to larger numbers of flavours and finer
lattices.

– 6 –
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a 6= 0

and hence reproduces a possible triple line and tricritical point also at finite lattice spacing.
In a first attempt with Nf “ 2 ` 1 on coarse N· “ 4 lattices, the chiral critical line was
found to be consistent with tricritical scaling [24]. Unfortunately, this is inconclusive for
the same reasons as described in the last section: a finite portion of the critical line can
always be fitted in terms of di�erent polynomial forms, so that a presently impossible
accuracy would be required close to the chiral limit in order to get a compelling distinction
between the left and right versions of figure 1.

2.3 The chiral phase transition for Nf mass-degenerate flavours
The way out is to exploit tricritical scaling in a setup, where a tricritical point is guaranteed
to exist. In such a case the scaling form and its exponents are fixed, and one is only
concerned about the location of the tricritical point. Such a situation emerges from a
slight change of perspective and variables, as we suggested previously [17]. We now consider
degenerate quark masses only, with continuum partition function

ZpNf, g, mq “
ª

DAµ pdet M rAµ, msqNf e
´SYMrAµs

. (2.3)

Instead of tuning the strange quark mass, an alternative interpolation between Nf P t2, 3u,
which generalises to larger Nf, is achieved by an analytic continuation of Nf to continu-
ous, non-integer values. In the lattice formulation with rooted staggered fermions, whose
determinant is raised to the power Nf{4 in order to describe Nf mass-degenerate quarks,
this is implemented straightforwardly. The Columbia plot scenario figure 1 (right) then
translates to the version shown in figure 3 (left), where the tricritical strange quark mass
is replaced by a tricritical number of flavours, 2 † N

tric
f † 3, and the Nf-axis to the right

of it corresponds to the new triple line. The crucial advantage in this modified parameter
space is that, since there is no chiral transition for Nf “ 1, a tricritical point N

tric
f ° 1 is

guaranteed to exist as soon as there is a first-order region for any Nf ° 1. In particular, the
first-order scenario from figure 1 (left) now also features a tricritical point, 1 † N

tric
f † 2.

When a third axis for finite lattice spacing a is added to this picture, there must be a tricrit-
ical line N

tric
f paq in the plane m “ 0, which represents the chiral limit of the Z2-critical

surface separating lattice parameter regions with first-order transitions from crossover.
The principle of the analysis is now clear: Starting with the already known first-order

transitions for Nf P t3, 4u on N· “ 4 lattices, map out the Z2 boundary lines until the
tricritical scaling region is reached and extrapolate to the chiral limit,

N
c
f pamq “ N

tric
f ` B1 ¨ pamq2{5 ` O

`
pamq4{5˘

, (2.4)

In this way, N
tric
f « 1.8 was obtained on N· “ 4 lattices [17], implying the first-order

scenario for Nf “ 2. As a powerful check of the continuation of Nf as well tricritical
scaling, the same critical quark mass for Nf “ 2, N· “ 4 is obtained when keeping Nf
fixed and varying (imaginary) chemical potential instead [16]. The quark mass is again the
symmetry breaking scaling field, but with Nf Ñ pµ{T q2 in equation (2.4). In the present
work, we systematically extend our study from [17] to larger numbers of flavours and finer
lattices.
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straightforward for staggered fermions
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Bn =
h( ̄ � h ̄ i)ni

h( ̄ � h ̄ i)2in/2

Order of phase transition: 
 
Finite size scaling of 
generalised cumulants

(Pseudo-critical) phase boundary:                                 3d manifold                    
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B3 = 0

Standard staggered fermions, bare parameters:       
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�, am,Nf , N⌧

Second-order 3D Ising:                              2d chiral critical surface  
                                                                   separates 1st order region  
                                                                   from crossover                    
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B4 = 1.604

3 Lattice simulations and analysis

For our numerical investigation, we work with the standard unimproved Wilson gauge
and staggered fermion actions. All numerical simulations have been performed using the
publicly available OpenCL-based code CL

2
QCD, which is optimised to run e�ciently on AMD

GPUs and contains an implementation of the RHMC algorithm for unimproved rooted
staggered fermions. In particular, version v1.0 [34] has been employed for simulations on
smaller N· on the L-CSC supercomputer, while version v1.1 [35] has been run on the newer
Goethe HLR supercomputer to run the most costly simulations. To e�ectively handle the
thousands of necessary simulations, the BaHaMAS software [36] has been extensively used.

Our goal is to determine the location and order of chiral phase transitions in the
four-dimensional space spanned by the dimensionless parameters of our lattice action: the
lattice gauge coupling —, the bare quark mass in lattice units am, the number of degenerate
quark flavours Nf, and the number of time-slices N· . For any fixed value of N· and Nf, we
achieve this by making use of two particular standardised moments,

Bnp—, am, N‡q “ xpO ´ xOyqny
A

pO ´ xOyq2
En{2 , (3.1)

where the chiral condensate has been chosen as observable, O “ Â̄Â, as it becomes
the order parameter of the thermal phase transition in the chiral limit. In particu-
lar, to extract the order of the transition as a function of the quark mass, we evalu-
ate the kurtosis B4p—c, am, N‡q [37] of the sampled xÂ̄Ây distribution, where —c denotes
the (pseudo-) critical coupling of the phase boundary, for which the zero-skewness con-
dition B3p— “ —c, am, N‡q “ 0 holds. In the thermodynamic limit N‡ Ñ 8, the kurtosis
B4p—c, am, N‡q takes the values of 1 for a first order transition and 3 for an analytic cros-
sover, respectively, with a discontinuity when passing from a first order region to a crossover
region via a second order point; for the 3D Ising universality class of interest here, it takes
the value 1.604 [38]. On finite, increasing volumes this discontinuity is smoothed out and
approached gradually with a rate characteristic of the universality class in question,

B4p—c, am, N‡q « 1.604 ` c pam ´ amcq N
1{0.6301
‡ with c P R . (3.2)

Data have been analysed in a completely analogous way to that explained in Refs. 18, 39
and, in particular, the critical mass amc has been extracted at fixed N· and Nf by fitting
the kurtosis data according to this finite size scaling formula.

The outcome of all fits can be found in Table 1, where also the simulated mass range
has been included. In appendix A a detailed overview of the simulations can be found.
To give an idea of the numerical e�ort: over 400 values of — have been simulated in total,
producing about 60 millions of trajectories.

There is a new aspect of the data analysis, which is worth mentioning here. Since the
subsequent analysis presented in section 4 heavily relies on the outcome of the B4-fits , we
decided to cross-check the error estimate on amc using a more accurate procedure. Values
of B4p—c, am, N‡q are obtained using the multiple-histogram method [40], and their error

– 8 –
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The chiral critical surface in bare parameter space
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Same critical surface plotted in different variables
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N· range in pamq2{5
—tric C1 C2 ‰

2{d.o.f
4 r0, 0.25s 5.255(7) 0.07(8) -2.5(3) 0.69
6 r0, 0.25s 5.26(2) -0.13(18) -4.4(5) 0.53

Table 1: Fits of the data in figure 4 (left) to equation (4.1).

picture of tricritical scaling is obtained: for each given N· , the lower —-axis represents a
triple-line of first-order transitions in the chiral limit of the lattice action, which weakens as
— is increased. This first-order chiral transition disappears in a tricritical point, from which
the line of ordinary Zp2q critical points, —cpamq, emerges. The critical curve is excellently
described over a wide mass range by a next-to-leading order fit in the scaling variable,
cf. table 1,

—cpam, NfpN· q, N· q “ —tricpN· q ` C1pN· qpamq2{5 ` C2pN· qpamq4{5 ` O
`
pamq6{5˘

. (4.1)

The right of figure 4 shows the same chiral critical surface, this time sliced at fixed Nf,
so that the curves are implicitly parametrised by N· , increasing from right to left. Again,
for each Nf the parameter region below the curves describes first-order transitions and
the region above it analytic crossovers. However, with presently only three N· “ 4, 6, 8,
a functional behaviour is di�cult to assess. This further illustrates the advantage that
the additional non-integer Nf values o�er in the left version of the figure. Note that a
finer resolution in N· could in principle be achieved by working with anisotropic lattices,
but this would come at the price of introducing a second lattice gauge coupling, and thus
another dimension to the parameter space of the lattice theory.

Clearly, both types of figure 4 show the same chiral critical surface, presented by slicing
the three-dimensional subspace of the phase boundary in di�erent directions. In particular,
the bare quark mass am is the symmetry breaking field and, su�ciently close to the chiral
limit, behaves as a tricritical scaling variable in any plane that contains a tricritical point
and is not orthogonal to the am-axis. This is guaranteed to be the case for every curve in
the left figure, where all Nf are included in every fixed N· curve, but not in the right figure,
since for a given fixed Nf there need not be a tricritical point. The chiral extrapolations
shown on the left then lead to a one-dimensional tricritical line, N· ,

—tricpN· q “ —cp0, N
tric
f pN· q, N· q . (4.2)

With a non-perturbative scale setting for the lattice spacing ap—q, —tric could be converted
into a tricritical temperature TtricpN· q “ Ttricpaq, corresponding to the tricritical point in
figure 3 (right), displaced by a finite lattice spacing. This is not easily feasible in practice,
because a scale would have to be set for non-integer values of Nf in the chiral limit.

Fortunately, we do not need this temperature for our present purpose. Here, we con-
clude that there is unambiguous evidence for the chiral critical surface terminating in a
tricritical line in the chiral limit of the lattice theory, which it approaches as a function
of the scaling field pamq2{5. With this knowledge, we can now analyse the chiral critical
surface in di�erent pairings of variables.
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1st order vs. tricritical scaling, example Nf=5
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Figure 6: Chiral critical line for Nf “ 5. Left: Fits from table 3 pertaining to a first-order
scenario, equation (4.5), do not describe the data. Right: The data are consistent with
next-to-leading order tricritical scaling, the black line extrapolates according to equation
(4.6), blue lines represent either the leading or the next-to-leading term alone.

pairing, and even a next-to-leading order fit breaks o� the data rather quickly, both for
N· P t4, 6u. The reason is that scaling gets quickly superseded by a nearly linear behaviour
over a large range of Nf, analogous to TcpNfq observed in the chiral limit of the continuum
theory, cf. figure 3 (right).

The emerging qualitative picture is thus: With increasing N· , i.e. decreasing lattice
spacing, the chiral phase transition observed on the lattice at fixed Nf weakens, so that the
first-order region gets narrower. This is in line with all earlier observations discussed in
the introduction. Because of the smallness of the scaling region, it is di�cult to determine
the value of N

tric
f quantitatively. On N· “ 4, the Nf “ 2 theory has a first-order chiral

transition, in agreement with a result based on an extrapolation from imaginary chemical
potentials [16]. On N· “ 6 the fate of Nf “ 2 depends on the order of the fit function,
and for N· “ 8 there are not enough data yet to constrain the scaling. Nevertheless, the
size of the observed cut-o� e�ects strongly suggests further movement of the critical line
on its way to the continuum. One question is whether the critical quark masses in physical
units will settle at finite values, which is not the case yet. However, figure 5 (left) raises
the additional question whether the intercept N

tric
f slides further to the right and possibly

beyond Nf “ 3. More data and larger N· are required for an answer in this plane, but we
can get a hint by analysing yet another variable pairing.

4.3 Plane of quark mass and temperature

We now turn to the pam, aT “ N
´1
· q-plane. Figure 5 (right) shows a sequence of curves

for di�erent fixed Nf. The region below the lines corresponds to first-order transitions,
that above to analytic crossovers. For this variable pairing, the near-linear Nf-dependence
through �QCD does not dominate the behaviour of the individual curves, but rather shows
up in the spacing between them. However, a tricritical point is not guaranteed to exist for
any given value of Nf, so we have to test for the functional behaviour.

– 12 –

Nf F̃1 F̃2 F̃3 ‰
2{d.o.f

5 -0.23(3) 2.26(14) – 29
5 – -0.40(37) 7(4) 205
6 -0.15(1) 2.33(8) – 4.4
6 – 0.83(9) 3.6(5) 9
7 -0.11(3) 2.5(2) – 11.7
7 – 1.4(2) 2.6(9) 16.7

Table 3: Fits of the critical lines in figure 5 (right) to equation (4.5).

Conventional wisdom predicts a definite first-order transition in the continuum for any
Nf • 3 [7, 36]. This implies a finite Z2-critical bare quark mass mc in physical units, with
the usual Opa, a

2
, . . .q lattice corrections, and amcpN· q Ñ 0 in the limit N· Ñ 8. The

critical lines in lattice units then approach the continuum as

amcpN· , Nfq “ F̃1pNfq aT ` F̃2pNfq paT q2 ` O
`
paT q3˘

. (4.5)

In figure 6 (left) and table 3 we fit our Nf “ 5 data to two variations of this functional form.
Clearly our data are incompatible with equation (4.5), and the same holds for Nf “ 6, 7.

The other possibility is for the critical lines to end on the aT -axis, which implies a
tricritical point. This is described by a polynomial in the scaling variable, which we invert
as in the previous section,

aTcpam, Nfq “ aTtricpNfq ` E1pNfqpamq2{5 ` E2pNfqpamq4{5 ` O
`
pamq6{5˘

, (4.6)
´

amcpN· , Nfq
¯2{5

“ F1pNfq
`
aT ´ aTtricpNfq

˘

` F2pNfq
`
aT ´ aTtricpNfq

˘2 ` O
´

paT ´ aTtricpNfq
˘3

¯
. (4.7)

Unfortunately, with only three data points per line at most, meaningful next-to-leading
order fits with non-vanishing intercept are impossible. But those critical lines in figure 5
(right) with three N· -values show only a slight deviation from leading-order scaling, with
an unambiguous curvature that can be covered by a next-to-leading order term as before.
In the following, we take this as an indication for tricritical scaling, for which a much
stronger justification will be provided in section 5.2, and attempt to constrain the location
of the tricritical points.

A next-to-leading order scaling extrapolation, without error or ‰
2-estimate, is shown as

the central line in figure 6 (right). We estimate the associated uncertainty by alternatively
fitting the inversion of equation (4.6) with a linear term only or a quadratic term only,
which brackets the extrapolation using both terms. While this procedure leaves a sizeable
error band to be improved upon in the future, it still gives an interesting estimate of where
the chiral critical surface ends in the massless limit. In particular, the lower bounds on
the tricritical values aTtricpNfq, or equivalently upper bounds on N·
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1st: Z(2) line ends in finite continuum 
 bare mass 

Intercept at finite       preferred, 
tricritical point!
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Nf=3 O(a)-improved Wilson fermions

9

What is the critical pion mass for three flavours?

Long-term effort [Jin et al. PRD 15, Jin et al. PRD 17, Kuramashi et al. PRD 20]
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Employ 

with fipxq an interpolating operator for the pseudoscalar meson and a renormalisation
factor Z. Approaching the chiral limit, the pseudoscalar meson mass and the quark mass
are related as in the continuum,

am
2
P S 9 amq . (5.4)

It is therefore customary to define Ÿcp—q by the vanishing of the pseudoscalar meson mass in
the vacuum, i.e., amP SpŸcp—q, —q “ 0 at N· “ 8. This is shown schematically as a dashed
line in figure 9 (left). Towards the strong coupling region, this line meets the parity-flavour
violating Aoki phase [40, 41], which ends in a cusp [42, 43] whose location depends on
the lattice action and the value of N· . Around Ÿcp—q, Wilson chiral perturbation for the
theory predicts a metastability region corresponding to a first-order bulk transition between
positive and negative quark mass, while the meson mass stays finite everywhere, both for
untwisted and twisted mass [44, 45]. A metastability region has been identified numerically
at zero temperature [46] as well as at finite temperature [47, 48], but its location and extent
depend strongly on the chosen action and N· [49].

The series of Nf “ 3 data [15, 20, 21], which we re-analyse below, is based on the
RG-improved Iwasaki gauge action [50] and a non-perturbatively Opaq-improved Wilson
clover fermion action [51]. We are not aware of a dedicated study of the bare phase diagram
pertaining to the precise action and parameter tunings used in those simulations, besides
determining the line Ÿcp—, N· “ 8q. However, a previous study using the same action with
a mean-field tuning of the clover coe�cient [52] reports a phase diagram as sketched by the
dashed lines in figure 9, with no additional structures besides an Aoki phase in the strong
coupling region, so we will base our discussion on this situation.

First, it has to be emphasised that for studies of the thermal phase transition we need
the lines Ÿcp—, N· q for the finite N· under consideration, and not Ÿcp—, N· “ 8q, which is
only needed to set the scale. The former marks the vanishing of the pseudoscalar screening
mass in the low temperature phase, and is related to the latter by an expansion in powers
of N

´1
· “ aT ,

Ÿcp—, N· q “ Ÿcp—, 8q ` G1p—q N
´1
· ` G2p—q N

´2
· ` O

`
N

´3
·

˘
. (5.5)

In the literature the di�erence between the two is often dismissed, being of Opaq, whereas
in fact it is qualitatively crucial. The partition function at finite N· has no singularities on
the line Ÿcp—, 8q (except at its crossings with the thermal transition). Furthermore, the
subtracted chiral condensate has finite values with di�erent signs across Ÿcp—, N· q, which
should therefore mark a first-order transition2. Following this line with increasing — at fixed
N· , the thermal chiral phase transition is reached at some critical coupling. From this point
the thermal transition lines Ÿtp—, N· q branch o� into the positve and negative quark mass
directions, respectively, along which the chiral transition weakens to end in a critical point.
At the branching point the line Ÿcp—, N· q should terminate, since on the large-—-side of
the thermal transition the Matsubara modes „ 2fiT produce an always non-zero screening
mass and the subtracted chiral condensate can pass through zero smoothly. The branching

2
For the order of this transition it is immaterial whether the pseudoscalar screening mass is actually

zero on the line, or whether it jumps between finite values.
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Perfect tricritical scaling! 

Nf=3 consistent with second order, as for staggered!
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PS  110 MeV
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Conclusions

‣ Could the chiral p.t. in the massless limit be second-order for               ?  

‣ Unimproved staggered,                                         :  
 All of them consistent with 2nd! 
 

‣ O(a)-improved Wilson,                                             :                             
Consistent with 2nd! 

‣ Tricritical scaling provides tool  
 to confirm or refute this

10
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Nf 2 [2, 6], N⌧ = 4, 6, 8
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Nf = 3, N⌧ = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12


